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FIRST PLACE POETRY AWARD

Love

Poem

The sarling-time had come again, A taste
of wine, the sweet aroma of brunettes still

lingered in his brain
yet drying like the beach exposed
by low tide. He stared
across the harbor to the docks, the wooden
tongues that swallowed up the men. A caravel
escape,

clung there, promising
a trip of rats and scurvy.

Beyond the docks lay half-forgotten
nights encased in half-remembered stucco
-fhat. he knew, was
over. Nerves stretched anticipation and tingled
toward the sea. Surely
not a dream of empty islands, coconuts

/

and a brown-skinned
woman: peaceful
but only as a change
from wine and brawls and creamy bodies.

Wad 109 rhrough the froth he let the warmth
and salt soak muscles. The sweat of the earth,
the mother of life. Mother
and lover he thought and plunged into his chest,
enveloped and obsessed by It
as by no other woman, encased as in a half-remembered
womb.

Lusting for an archetypal mistress. And more
slave than escapee, he wandered

toward

the docks, the salt of his Jocasta's blood.

M. Malissa Peacock
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No Unicorn
You I Maverick.

Scream bedlam at your dove-gray

stock house.

Cause fire and flash, hotdark exploding there.
Enter the norsewomb. mad and smiling.
Snort and

nod,

stomp all squirming

and wrigglmg

'til

Shmmy dust shatters through the knarled leaves.
Yes' Spastic

oats-eater:

slaughter,

Bruised hoof, slinglOg white

break your

and brown

puss with

Racking hfe.
Spnng

away, squeezing

Still stabbing
Baby crymg
Clinch,

Sinew blood,

naked echo deadnoise

your ears, chasing you from that place;
In

your stomach

Jerk, expel ir acnd and gasping

Filltng ItS lungs for you.
Watch, see It smile and brush your neck.
Eat, swallow. drown, embrace it; make it live
In your poundmg

core.

Run, dash, splrt yourself inside out 'til your bones

Borlblow away as chaff.
Crush, ground, drink the mud tome.
Old dust and saltwater.
You. Mavenck!
Sustaining

Vomit coldhght

the spook within

you.

Mark Medlin
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HONORABLE MENTION

For the Green Singus
I can sad no place now.

That is for the young not
with

smitten

muscles; stiff

arthritic

images.
But still my voice breaks, cracks'

hoping my notes will hum,
pleasing

ears and dulled

brain,

easing blurred visions,
vacant heart throbs screaming,
Comfort

"Old".

creeps lame, crippled,

out of touch, bur as sure

as the toothless
chews

grave, which

this quivering

frame

of thoughts and syllables,
it slinks away from those,
who weep for sleep and ease.
I can no longer rhyme
love Only the rhythm
of some late drunken night
scars this tablet

of mine.

And the juice of springtime
is but one more tear dribbling
on a cracked. yellow cheek.
I must stare out of windows,
blank, in my rocking chair,
sleep in a fatherless
bed, sterile and songless.
Virginia McKinnie
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HONORABLE

MENTION

Clockwork
Comfortable

silence covers the kitchen

man and wife, by habit, unaware they have
Nothing but everything to share.
All

of

the children

are gone, except

for one,

An accidental afterthought.
They have nothing

but the rhythm

they've

set since sent here

A wedding that they bought.
A piece of machinery broken today:
Mud in the lower field;
A new nigger at the gin ~
HIS glance lashes itself to a gauze-hidden hand
Four fingers snatched and chewed and swallowed
By that damn cotton culler he had

Sweated to feed and raise for
Forty years that had belonged to him.
He had even salvaged its life when the
Patriots of progress whacked at it.
It had taken his fingers in return;
Whom

Not the fingers of the men on the crew
he had warned like a metronome over the years.

She looks up from the popping peas
Her fingers are slashing from their shells.
The fingers never stop deepening the
Purple pea stain on her hands.
Every time. his mind relaxes it hits
Him like a sandstone brick.
He thinks Good Lord is punishing him for being
A stubborn old stick.
He knows the gin is a worn-out waste
Yet he winds himself around it more every day.
The kitchen clock clicks with the same steady motion
The only rhythm it knows.
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by

Bent bifocals switch their beam
On a bubblegum boy.
The voice behind them commandeers a
Pink, Juicy wad to the bottom of a
Dented, green garbage can.
The bent lady behind the bent bifocals
Makes red marks on white papers
And orders further bombardment of the
Green can with pink.
Afternoon lights the basement windows.
The clock above her buzzes around
Itself, uncaring, at 8:30.
The bent lady's time is measured in bells.

Small matter which bell ~ most mean circulation of the
Same bubblegurn-blowers and dirty blue jeans.
But when one bell finally rings no more voices
Stacks of plain papers and «bees of
Cold, young taunts follower her home.
Mozart accompanies lukewarm mushroom soup, hot tea and
Misunderstandings of Beowulf
To a double bed with a single pillow
That never had a partner,
Until the morning bell wakes her and seats her
Under the clock that doesn't care
What time it is anymore.
Grace Elizer
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I Told Mysdf • Joke
I tore up last month's calendar

My fingers frozen ro the page,
I wandered into the house of God,
The caretaker was enraged.

He said it was the wrong time
And that I was the wrong man.
I asked for a

Ii ttle

water

But the fool - he gave me sand.
So I turned and left that false house
Searching for a smoke.

I thought about my fingers
And I told myself a joke.
Dick Vaughn

Honorable

David Melton

Mention
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The soft, quiet sound of the waves
Always echoing in my head-:
The shimmering brightness of the
Brilliant moon reflecting in the
Water I can always seeThe crisp, yet soothing breeze
Blowing in the star-lit nightI realize this is where I belongIn the longings wi thin me
The dreams attainable or only

Dreamable.
Peace-quiet

loudness.

Deborah Home
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Still Sounding Now
I hear a lady tries to crucify
herself, staple

her soul to the wall

because the thud in her skull
shatters

and the break in her throat
the mirror of her eyes.

Her songs stick like the sap of spring
and laughing lovers.
But my brain blood sighs deadly,

silent screams-

dumb inked pages that must smell of
rotting

earth to flow.

The fall will cement the tune this time- this
grinding

out of spheres,

semesters,

the teeth, and the nerves.

1 am too liquida crystalline

frost,

a freezing over

will solidify the heart.
A tideless movement.
A singing mutant,
A divine red sin,
freed in protoplasmic

wi th electronic
clearly,

skin

pulses

sucking the air for its life
can not see itself.

Virginia
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McKinnie

Sdf Summuy (Chap,.t
Summarizing

V)

myself seems hopeless

For I know I am too kind.

I

manufacture

convenient

loopholes

From the' arenas of my rrund
Coated with socialized menthol,
To hide the taste of truth
Yet marked with brittle boundanes

That stood flexible In youth
God' Is it Intellectual sacrilege
To don my boutonniere

And to approach
With

this final ceremony

an overwhelming

sense of fear.

Dick Vaughn

Beginnings
.Gretfully yesterday
Explodes into a
New tomorrow
Even as the ancient day old

Sun
Inches its way toward

eternal

Silence.
Susan Angy

Bravery
Caged Into
A zoo of
Greed, I cautiously
Eat my McDonald's hamburger, hoping no one in the cafeteria will notice.
Susan Angy
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Od.

to Epworth

A building tall, so old, yet strong,
With Grace and beauty beyond her years.
A treasure chest of years gone past
And things forgotten by mind of man.
A place of honor, whose worth IS not yet known.
A place of pride, a place of cheer,

A hiding place, a home
An island sane where minds run free
Above chaotic sea of waste.

A zeppelin so high in the sky
Above tempestuous fury of storm.

A liferaft on a sinking ship
Where all the hands are lost.
All this and more thou art to me

A place of beauty, honor, pride,
A place to go where walls do crack,
And seas are pushed aside.
A better time, a time of peace,
An age that should not end.
A wise old man, a sage, a hard,

A

comforter,

a

friend.

Rest now a while. It is your due.

Mayhap you'll rise again
And show your strength is not so old.

Ah, yes! You'll show them then.
Bob Chamberlain
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Lookmg

at you through the
thin veil of wine,
Knowing you know that r know
That Faulkner's not dead

That Lady Charterly is
real
Why

is it that we never

have the time
to live out what we dream
that the time we get we
steal
Here we sit; me looking
through you at me and J find
you the same
we are desperate In one
as we eat our intellectual
meal
With

a toast and a smile
we finish our wine

As we learn Wisdom

from

the pupil of our eyes
that looks at so many things and
yet
to

self IS
blindl
M. Ma Iissa Peacock
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The Ikginning of ...
A sparkling beauty,
She was full of dreams and expectations.

When I met her. all life finally had a meaning.
This was the beginning of HOPE.
She had lovely features.
J

even placed her high on a throne as though she were a Queen.

This was the beginning of CONCERN.
I ha"vespent three long years living a masquerade.

Afraid to take hold of the truth,
I simply watched her enjoying life.
Yet,

It

seemed as

if

I was lookmg from behind closed doors.

This was the beginning of CONFUSION.
She has always meant a great deal to me.
I have even shed a few tears over her.

My best friends and I argued about her but still
she was a winner with me.

This was the beginning of TRUST.
She has done some very strange things.
You know,

I was even jealous of her seeming

relationship with another man

Su ll. I realized that she had to live her own life
and make her own decisions.

This was the beginning of UNDERSTANDING.
Today I wrote her a letter.

Several people came in the Hub and disturbed me while 1
tried

to

write down three long years of feelings.

I hoped that she would understand the meaning in my words.
Was this the beginning of ACCEPT ANCEl
I hope so.
George Weddle
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First Place Photography Award-Susan Parker

Come Wit!> Me to the Moontaios
Come
Where
Come
Where

with me to the mountains
silence is a sound.
wi th me to the mountains
there is Life within the ground.

Come with me to the mountains

And smell the perfume of the pines.
Come with me to the mountains
Where you are not trapped by time.
Come with me to the mountains

And share my peaceful nights.
Come with me to the mountains

Where God is still in sight.

Dick Vaughn
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Portrait
A thousand hands have touched this face,
some in hesitance, some with grace;
some in a still and secret place
with gentle touch these lips caressed,
and unspoken words of love expressed.
This face has worn a thousand masks,
answering questions that no-one asks.
A thousand words these lips have passed
but never one revealed what lies
behind these dark and lonesome eyes.
This face has grown with passing times,
opening days and making rhymes;
sorrow and laughter have left their lines
but love has passed without a trace.
Though a thousand hands have touched

this face.

George A. Chien

Farewell to a Lost Love
Contorted

thoughts

Abundant

wants perished with false illusion

relished within

confusion

What can I do' Baby I'll try, but
No promise to truth,

with compulsion

to lie.

It Just makes sense, my hatred concealed

What to do' What to say' What I cared' What I Ieeled

When you asked for your freedom so meekly and shy
With wishes for something much better than I.

"GIVE IN, SHELL OUT, FROZEN REACTIONS"
(Carefully

muffed by not so secret expectations)

"CONTROL

IT, BESTOW IT, CARRESS IT' CONFESS IT'"

(I'm lost without

you, beguiled

within

you) .

.my coherency has diminished under lack of suppression
I've lost the struggle to unbearable depression ..

I knew you. I liked You. I LOVED YOUI .... (I did love)
Goodbye, my sweet thing. God bless you above
Mark Joseph Webber
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F reedom

Shrine:

White words emblazoned on
Blue, hv Ame nca's children. democracy's

spawn

This nusnomered temple, so complex, so
Simple, conceived In confusion
Of what was, what IS; and what could he delus.on
Vestigial

structures,

your Cities he

Cloaked In the soot of prosperity.
Closets where unwanted specimens die
Maybe mourned by a decent postenrv
Pockets of poverty

decorate

Hillsides. the stnpmmes of despairing
Ignorance. breeding a latent hate.
Seeding the minds of thei r young beyond canng
For ideals to which they no longer relate.
Two hundred years and some more for good
Measure have witnessed the various
Conflicts and fights for the nghrs which would
Level the halance precarious
Between those who can and the many who could
But castes have been carved from humanity's wood
Arrows of freedom In eagle's claws grasped:
Indian symbols of patience and skill
Were taken with everything else that was asked.
Warped in their purpsoe and bent in will
Broken, still struggling to regain their past;
Exiles, unread people colored by
Blood of Invaders who torment them still
Conflict in brotherhood bnngs pause
To a nation in peaceful division;
Wrathfully reckons the nobler cause,
Standing by damned death '5 decision:

Reuniting

by fighting, fool belligerent

Growing

pams lead to maturity.

Gather

lad,

the fragments of all that you had

Or lose them and yourself in obscurity.
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Visible scars in our history
Linger: the pages turn
Never have healed, for
Annals are ramfuJ but
Legends, rerrundmg us

slowly hut
the
accurate
cruelly

Of books tears have Filled
What destiny

proffers,

the destined

have willed.

Spiting the past with a gun In her hand
America reloads and holds to her course.
Wasting the fortunes bestowed on her land
Seeking a slave In the comfort of force.
Thinkmg that dollars can rent, buy or lease
The placidness found in a realm where there's

peace.

The world will not listen when clutched by the ear,
The threat of an injury weighs far too much.

Relmquish

your hold and defile their fear

Convince them one nation will break as a crutch,
But peace and the nations can stand If drawn near.
ThIS earth is an ennry. far from alone,
Her neighbors reside In an ominous span,
They emulate harmony wanting In Man.
AbldlOg In order With trouble for none.
If Men had the VISion to copy their state
And hum ble themselves In then urge to create,
Their harmonic apogee would not abate.
Is Man keen enough to unite WIthout strife,
In tlus Freedom Shnne dYing, yet mothenng

life?

James N. Reiff
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Images..;
Release

The

hutterOy

rose,

opened us v"mAs,
and [lew awa.v from me
Oh, the strings I attached to that supple
put my heart there/

Who made the thing to

body

I

ny'

Quest

In flight.
I seek no other goal than
the sun and Its warmth upon
my closed, searching eyes"
blindness be a better way for me to turn?

Could

Or,
Perchance
Maybe
I even

I seck some greater lIght
than the sun's own,
then, I'll sec truth In ItS bnghmess.
Sometimes,
wonder If the sun IS really there
or, If bv some mistake
of mind/heart

The

moon

IS

a II r see.
Sharing

hold you as my own
to hold as your own; perhaps--

Or Simply for any reason

To

take Inside of

,YOU .

Me
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Surprl\C
Love

too often
defined as
less than that
which God would

IS

Strive toward

have us live--

perfection:

Look toward the light;
Grow

toward

peace-then watch carefully
as love overtakes :-,ou from behind.
Friendship

Take time to answer
that which

IS

asked,

And lrsren
to that which

IS

spoken.
Lora Jean Beck

Companion
(To the Guita,)
Saint of the strings

that sings for me -

To you these words I play'
Rusmg on the moments

that you spoke m overtones
while I continued In some verse,
unrehearsed,
I sat atone.
In rehgrous hours of constant

Piddhog

curse ~--

over shifts of droaning hum,

Echomg melody amid the dance of day'
Each touch that strokes your slender neck

ltke a kiss to my truest lover.
She bears my heart With rhythm
or meters me to rhyme
as if she were my mistress,
IS

JnSIS

t 1OF"

on my time
You my m:-,stlc poetessstrumming into my arms,
Pluckin~ at your VOiCewhich answers to no other'
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Years of abuse with ,your svmphonv
makmg harmony of my roils!
Resounding sound that searches
the root of the purest chordJ ike bibles
chanting the VOICe of God,

Odd,
with werrd " word
As herceful as It IS calmSoothing through the cruelest
Aware always that both are
never foils!

hours,

fnends-

Madam you lead me Into Fantasylike aimless wanderers on paths of road

I

Filling my words with song
or jazzing m)' soul to cry,
With warm tears of intention
invented,
rhrough bluesy replies -to my earnest etching fingers
patterning smoother than drops of ram-

dropping
panting

to glass, stoppmg""
on the window - reciting

nature-s Ole!

To

you fine lady that wears my hand
better than husband his wed-chammg ringl

To you these words I play
displaying

more than

• Hold soul'
She strums

and speaks.
Her words I will pluck here-Her throat drums to my earl

*

(Wend

- as the term was applied

10

Eliaabetbean

English: fateful)
• (Hole Soul! expression

like what hoe')
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The Guitar:
. 'Ccmpamon

. oh good companiorr-'-

Many's the ye>r my chords rebeled
to the mauling of your paws!

Mocking me with nurmc
like people livmg mimesExploiting no exploration,
Creation
from your mind'
You were the useless user
of the habit that I cause!
Yes to you kmd companionever master of my soul!
To you these words refrain

I

Rhythms come beating In sec syncopation,
Trumpenng on to abstract desnnations-:
Leading us here to the gnnd of the lme:
The renting of words to the tunes that I twine!
Here me . prophet prophesrng praIse'
for profits you, my companion. have made.
Not the lute nor the lyre
nor the harp of the harp'
Controls more the message
from your hands to your art!
We art: drugged kind cornpamon m the grandest
B,dinA away In a spider's rclcusron'
Bitmg at times to crowds who dismay
at the love we make
while we trancingly
'Mid the mythical.

illusion.

play 'mid the dancemystical dance of the day!"

Willi
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Evans

The Furniture Forgets Me

(So docs tho H umble Home )
And I reached for the ottoman
as it Jaunted across the floor I excused Its arrogance
(if arrogance can he excused.)
Soon the window went akilter -GrowlOg teeth and tongue,
the pane gnawed himself shut
Into the wall
Next the faucet began to drown
the smk .
while the sink screamed
toward me.
Being inebriated,
there was nothing
than pour Scotch

"mercy!"

more I could do

over the water.
Days passed,
and dunng them the stove swore at the moon
calling or cryrng "Opiated
Orb!'
To the stove was dumbly watching
out the mirror where the window was
and he tucked himself away
in fear and reflection
with his dreams and his pcppie
Only to freeze to death!
To die over habit and self-munlation.
what a poor pity to bestow on a stove!
Now the door, later through some seasonal
seasons, became obstinate
in this his older age.
He wished the wants of the indoor doors .

Well when J disagreed

he

most angrily

knocked himself to silly slithers of tiny wood
becoming toothpicks for the table's food.
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It was about that time

YOU

came.

about
Wh y I When you a prca red the cupboard wet Its boards,
the dishes turned over in their nooks,
and the curs crashed causing
small broken shapes

like you and I "
We met
and became chairs
Stretching out our stiffened

arms,

Crouching for days
In the stares, uncompared
with any other's stare

Like

painters.

Slashing

and
Stroking
each
other
Into

fioe --- --~----~----~-~~~-~-llnes
You decided to become a car ..
(Sometimes I fell like a tree,
those roots that hold,

i1ke cock with thigh
pushing and pulling the sods of sex")
Times tell me I must confide to you,

that I did cry at the last reply
of your honk on th' hill'
I tranposed Into a mattress
to coo and warm
the mice of the humble home.
Ye ole home become he bored
at my anxiety ..
So to compensate for the accornodanon
of tjus certain space of time, place, grim disgrace,
he went to drinking
only to disclose that hang-overs
by common humble homes.
So I swear he took every

are hated
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Tree and rock,

Book and clock,
and started swallowing
up the road
he was travelmg down!

Leaving me behmd
In tears J mistook
and drank for Wine,
losing my vOICe, all that salr'
(Well, I couldn't very well
he a mute mistress .)

My

charms and urge
led me to change into pen and page.
word and wordage.
And so, being In this state
of malarkey and fate
I scribble out riddles and rhymes
words upon h nes
comparing me to the paper,
Sometimes the tales tell of tales
"Bout

you,

the hum hie home that walked,

talked--

had a mmd all its own,
and making merrily "we!"
The words embrace me
like winter coats for goalS
or ci ty bums"
Protecting If I Wish
Each and every thought I d.sh.
provoke or cause to come
upon "me," this punted page
Maybe soon, someday,

somehow,

you may receive me ..
Perhaps Just maybe the humble
the road you are honking

someway
home will be swallowing

along on ...

There ..
we shall perceive

things differently

You as a classic amongst

and

.. ,

your models

me

but

a

dribble

of

w.n.

words!
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Evans

FIRST PLACE SHORT STORY AWARD

The Spirit Visits
Father Abernathy
by Greg Wilkerson
Dang communion service! It's almost enough to make a man stay home
from church on Sundays-vat least this man anyway. t mean, I ain't got nuthin'
against the church. nuthin' atau. Been born, bred, and baptized in the holy
Methodist faith. Was even christened Wesley in honor of the immortal brothers
themselves. My momma was a Methodist, my daddy was a Methodist, and my
daddy's daddy was a Methodist. Why, I've even been blessed with the sacred
responsibility of janitoring this here Mount Calvary United Methodist Ch urch for
nearly thirty years. Finest janitor there ever was. if I do say so myself, a nd Lord
forgive me for saying so. But that communion service! Damnllt'sblasphemy
like
that to make a man lose his soul and hand up his mop.
All started with that tent-meeting revival that Brother Jesse was ahotdinq
about a month back. Things were getting pretty thin there for a while, both hymn
singing and Sunday offerings. So the Lord told ole Brother Jesse that if he didn't
want to lose his sheep to either Baptists or brimstone, then he'd best hold a
revival. and a good one at that.
And 0 Lordy! what a revival! I mean, Brother .Jesses preachinq could shake
the soul of a sinner as black as this old, wrinkled head of mine, But at that tentmeeting--he was soittin' fire! Why, I'd swear there were sparks flying from his
teeth and melted iron gushing through his veins. He hammered the sins out of
those people. Brother standing there behind that podium, stark and tall, decked
out in his finest gray flannel suit and store-bought shoes and tie, beating the air
like he wanted in someplace, and twisting that leather face of his all around
those distant blue eves-at's little wonder the Holy Fathers themselves didn't
jump the qreve tocome urge ole Brother Jesse on with a few heavenly "arnens."
Yes sir, that was as fine a sermon as I ever heard come forth from Brother
Jesse's holy lips. By the time they was ready to sing the closing hymn, those
people were wriggling in their skins like old garter snakes. "Brothers and
sisters," says he, "the Lord has done told us 'Profess me on earth and I'll profess
you in Heaven; don't profess me on earth and I won't profess you in Heaven. 'It's
as simple as that. So children, if you want to profess the Lord, if you want to be
plunged beneath the flood which washes white as wool. then leave yourselves
behind and wear the yoke of Christ. Come down here before this alter and kneel
before your Creator."
After such a sermon as Brother Jessee had preached, I was expecting
something of a rush on for salvation. What I didn't expect was to see Matthew
Jones leap from his seat and take off a runnin' down the aisle fast as a whooped
farm dog, The only other time I had seen Matthew move that potato-bag bodv of
his so fast was the time he shot out the back of Hank's General Store upon
spying a very fa miliar revenuer standing out front. This time, though, Matthew's
only pursuer was a guilty conscience.
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Brother Jesse's eyebrows curved wide and high. His mouth hung loose, and
his eyes stuck to Matthew as though it were the old Fiend himself asking for a
baptism. The congregation was a'buzzing like the wind through a willow tree as
ole Matthew knelt that crumpled, overall body of his down before the altar. What
with that short, lumpy build, stringy black hair, hands clasped tight as if he'd just
a'cauqht a firefly, and a pink bald spot riding the top of his head, shining like a
halo in the afternoon sun, Matthew looked every bit a repentent sinner.
"Well praise the Holy Saviour!" says Brother Jesse, "Brother Matthew,
there'll be more singin' in Heaven over the saving of your soul than there's been
in Quite a spell."
"Brother .Jesse." says Matthew, "I've been a'sitting here listening to what
you've been saying. I know, you know, these good people know, and surely the
Lord himself has heard by now what a mangy sinner I am. No doubt about it. But
if you can some haws talk the Lord into giving me a second chance, then Iswear
I'd more than make amends."
Brother Jesse kinda tilted his head to one side and drew his face up into
knots as if he was listening real hard to a faraway thunderclap, "<The Lord work.s
in mysterious ways, His wonders to behold.' Brother Matthew, I recko~ that If
the Lord ain't got nuthin' against you, then I'd best not stand inhisway. Goand
sin no more,' lesa'n you want to take a left turn at the Judgement."
With that benediction, Matthew struggled to his feet and began shaking
Brother Jesse's hand like a thirsty man at a water pump. "Thank you, Bro~her
Jesse, thank you." And thank the Lord for me, too. And just to show how obh~ed
I am, I'd be more than willing to lend you my farm for this year's Easter mornln~
service. I hear tell thai you're a'lookin for a spot, so this is the least I could do.
"Well, Brother Matthew," says Brother Jessee, grinning ear to ear, "th:rs
a right charitable offer, Appears the fruits of the Spirit have already do~e,~ahis
root in you. You've heard it right: we have been a'lookin' for a spot sth o. t IS
year's community service, Why when you get that many people toget er I~
spot and go to breaking the bread and drinking the juice of the vine, yodubnee to II
frame wout
e so u
of room. I'm afraid that Mount Calvary's small wo od en
. And
.,
.
trying to squeeze In.
h
t at the Spirit himself would have the dickens of a nrne ,
Id this year's
since we surely can't have that a'happamn'.
I 'spect we d best ho d your farm
service at your farm. As I see it, we'd plenty of room rhata way, an
could stand a good visiting by the Spirit to boot."

7~:

d returned to his seat,
So that over and done with, Matthew turned about en
ood deed in
e
glowing like holy Moses himself at the thought of having done on 9ble sinners
t
his life. The buzzing died down a little while a few more respec a
eased on down to the altar.
.
_.
,
.
ear round these parts
Now about this shindig communion service. Every ~
What we do is to
we has what's known as an "ecumenical" Easter servrce ' rholics in Hickory
. ns and ca
d
roun up a,II t he .Methodists, Baptists, Presbvterte
, er, stick 'em all in one
Valley (which might amount to about a hundred people!
h meantime we
h
In t e
place, and watch as they all try to convert each at e~. d
so that it don't
.
all fixe , up
manage to have something of a worship serVIce,
I above the rest,
offend nobody. Well sir, this service was gonna be specl8
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seeings how it was gonna be at Matthew Jones' farm for one thing, which felt a
bit like having annual conference at Gomorrah, and also seeings how the
Catholics were shipping in a real starch-collared, big-time priest from Louisville
to do the preaching and the serving of the elements. Father Abernathy was his
name, I do believe. He was a big holy man; tall as a silo and twice as wrde. Had
two puffs of hair stuck to the sides of his head as white as the cotton in an aspirin
bottle, and a fancy pair of bifocals a'settin atop that tomato nose of his. One look
at him and you'd be thankful that he was on your side
Well, it was a fine Easter morning that shown down upon Matthew's farm
thaI day, and twice as fi ne a crowd of folks that came, due, I 'soect. to the fact Ihat
somebody like Father Abernathy was going to be there, And it was as pretty an
outdoor settin' as I can remember ever tavin' an eyeball to. We was set up at the
bottom of a grassy, green meadow, with green apple trees to either side and a
cattaifed pond a'sittin' behind a sawhorse alter, all dressed up in the finest white
linen. The potluck congregation sat in old hardback foldi ng chairs, arranged like
pews. All that, plus seeing ole Father Abernathy decked out in a black pin-stripe
suit large enough to cover a cow, a'sittm' up front with Brother Jesse and two
other preachers, would have been enough to put holy Ezekiel's wheel to shame.
Yes sir, it was a mighty fine morning. Fine, that
atrottin' up to me.
"Wesley," says he, "wheres the communion
there ain't nuthin' but dust in it."

IS,

until Brother Jesse comes

juice? We've got a cup, but

"0 Lordvl" says I, nght embarrassed like, and more scared than
embarrassed. "I done forgot the juice. I remembered everything else, but done
forgot the juice."
Brother Jesse's eyes bugged out like two eggs. "Damn your black hide,
Wesleyl You know Mount Calvary's responsible for having the elements ready.
What are we gonna do now, what with all these people and a big, important city
preacher a'waltin' on us?"
I was ready to go to my heavenly rest right then and there if they'd a 'took me.
But before I could spit out another word, Matthew Jones sidled up alongside
Brother Jesse's shirtsleeve.
"Brother Jesse," says he, "I've got some juice back at the house. You're
more than welcome to it."
Brother Jesse gave Matthew a kinda startled look, stabbled me with his
eyes, and then kinda rolled them backwards as he bit his lip for an answer.
"Well, Brother Matthew, lscect the Lord won't take no offense it'n his blood is
borrowed instead of bought. Besides," says he, glaring down at me right hotly,
"we ain't got not other choice, So here, Brother Matthew; takethiscupand fill it
up. Make haste, now Time's a'wastin'."
So Matthew takes off a'runnin'. the dewy, green grass whistling
feet. And there I stand, quiet as a tombstone.
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Well sir, as soon as ole Matthew came back, placed that big silver cup down
upon the altar right gentle, and shuffled back to a right temperamental chair, all
creaktn' and apoppin'. we was ready to go. So Brother Jesse stands up straight
as an oak tree, grabs ahold of the podium, and surveys the congregation like he
was abuvin farmland. "Brothers and sisters in God," says he, "by the very
grace of the Father, each and ever one of us has the chance to make a clean go of
things through the Supper of our Lord. If you've done something wrong, then
here's your chance to make amends. If you can't remember your last sin, then
come anyway, 'cause your memory's ailing. This is a fine day, brothers and
sisters: the sun's a'qrinnin' through the clouds, the breeze is right nice, and we
have a special guest in Father Abernathy. We welcome you to Hickory Valley,
brother, and look forward to breaking the bread with you, seeing how its your
custom to hold off on dishing out the blood."
Father Abernathy gave Brother Jesse a friendly nod as we all stood up to
sing the opening hymn. And 0 Lordy! how we did sinq! The leaves on the trees
were a'shakin'. what with all those voices, Methodistand Baptist alike, squaring
off against one another. Thick basses, thin tenors, and everything in between
were putting ripples on the pond. Surely the celestial choir itself was Itching to>
do some recruitin' right then and there.
The whole service went along in a mighty reverent way, until at last it was
time for Father Abernathy himself to serve up the Supper. As that mountain of a
man got up from his chair, it gave out the most mournful groan you ever heard.
He planted himself behind the altar, lifted the cup up over his head, and spoke
out in a voice loud and deep as thunder in the valley, "The blood of Jesus Christ."
Then he took the bread and held it up, too: "The body of Jesus Christ." That done.
he started a'rnumblin some kind of gibberish like he was a'tatkin' with his
mouth full. And then he proceeded to move his pointin' finger up, down, and
sideways as if he were testing for wind. "0 Holy Spirit of the divine Father," says
he, "make these thy elements worthy, that we thy humble creatures may truly
be in communion with your Son, our Lord." And with that, he took the cup and
woofed down every drop, which must have been a quart's worth.
All of a sudden, Matthew took to shakin my arm like he meant to take it oft.
says he, in a right desperate sounding whisper. "He drank the whole
thing I I didn't know he'd do a fool thing like that."

"westevt'

"Well Matthew," I whispers back to him, "just like Brother Jesse said, that's
the way these Catholic folk be. They're as stingy as Scrooge when it comes to the
blood."
Matthew's face went pale as whitewash. "0 damn!" says he, and with that
took off a'runnin' as if Satan himself were hot at his heels.
Well sir, I paid no real mind to this carrying on of Matthew's: for one thing,
we was sittin' in the back where no one would take a notion to us; and then. after
havinq forgotten the juice, I figured I'd best stick to the service and shoot for all
the forgiveness that I could.
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By this time Father Abernathy was standing out in front of the altar. The
congregation, led by a II the Catholics, had formed a line down to the front, where
the klnq'sized priest would pop a little white wafer into each sinner's mouth,just
like he was a'qivin' them medicine for a cold. At first, he was as steady as a
cornerstone; but all of a sudden, he took to swaying in the wind, blinkin' his eyes
right hard, and shakin' hisbodyas if something was loose. Hisface took the color
of a radish, and a dewy sweat broke out over that huge, white forehead of his.
The silliest grin you ever did see spread across those pink lips, and his head took
to bobbin' like a cork float in a creek.
Just then, widow Atkins shuffled her lumpy body in front of Father
Abernathy, leaned over a little, and held her tongue out between two wrinkled
lips like a prune, a'wattin for her wafer. The priest kinda raised his eyebrows at
her, leaned his head forward, and stuck out the biggest and reddest tongue you
ever put an eye to right in the old widow's face. Widow Atkins gave out a gasp
and jerked herself back as if she'd been whumped with a gatepost.
"I am a priest," says Father Abernathy, right slow and choppy like. "It's nnot vverv nice to stick-cvour tongue--ooout at a preeest like that. Ess--specially
one as wrinkled as that!"
.
"Wrinkled?"

whines widow Atkins. "Well, of all the disrespectful

things ...I'·

"Shhut up, ya--old coot!" says he. And then, whippin' all those little white
wafers through the air, he says, "And that goes fer all 'uv yal Sstickin' yer-tongues out at--mmee. I've had ennufJ I'm qoin'<-sswimmin'."
And I swear if
that big old holy man didn't tear off his trousers rightthere in front of everybody,
take off a'turnblin' down the slope, and plop head-first into the pond! The
congregation, hummin' like a chain saw, scattered like ants on a hill, while old
Father Abernathy, half-naked, took to floatin' on the pond like an old, dead log.
Well sir, if I live to be a hundred, I hope to God I never see anything like that
again! The last I seen of Father Abernathy, he was being carted off by Sheriff
Smith and a couple of his boys. Ain't seen Matthew Jones around for quite a
spell. And it's a shame that Brother Jesse had to lose his charge met'e way; best
peacher of the Word they ever was. And as for me .... Well sir, if you ever needs a
janitor ....
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Oblivion
by Bob Chamberlain
The worker ended his rest earlyon the morning of the last day that he would
know. He had a good many labors to accomplish on this day, but then he had
never known an easy time when he could rest upon the laurels of his past
accomplishments. Although he had done much during his comparatively young
life he was required to do still more. Indeed, he would have a busy life until the
day he died. Yet he did not regret his life. nor did he feel envy toward others who
had a somewhat easier existence. physically at least. Although his life was hard,
he was content to serve his queen in whatever manner he could, whether it be
building roads, transporting goods, or tending flocks. After aIL he reasoned, the
workers were by far the majority members of the community. They were
certainly more necessary than any number of soldiers, whose only ability was to
fight. Also, since wars were many and frequent during these times he did not
relish the thought of being brutally killed during combat or the even more
unpleasant prospect of being taken captive and made a slave in order to serve
cruet masters. Therefore, he had no resentment to authority nor any aspirations
to further himself. He was the perlect worker, the perlect member of society.
On this particular day, he was engaged, along with several hundred other
workers, in the construction of a new shaft deep into the ground. The growing
community needed a new shaft, its construction was commanded, and now it
was being built. The worker merely had to follow orders and he would be well
provided with whatever necessities that he required. Such a life was the wayof
the community. A worker labored until his death, whenever or however that
death might come. Death could come in a variety of ways, such as a cave-in
while tunnels were being dug. It would come during war-invasion or any of a
hundred other ways, but it did not really matter. Thedeath of any individual, with
the exception of her majesty the Queen, was insignificant. The life of the
community was all that mattered because the community was one, the essence
from which all life flowed. Without it, all existance was oblivion. Yet with it, life
flourished and all were content with their well being. Life was sometimes
suddenly snatched from some members of the community but it was always
taken in the service of the queen. What other honor could rank so high as to die
while giving the gift of life to thousands of others? Needless to say, no greater
honor could befall anyone. But the worker had no reason to worry. Though his
life would undoubtedly be shortened somewhat during the busy summer work
season, his death might yet be far off in the future. He might live a great while
longer, as many before him had managed to do. Only one thing was certain, he
would work all the days of his life before he found the peace and contentment
which death brought to all living things
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Suddenly and without warning, an alarm sounded in the distance. What
new danger now awaited the community? The danger could exist in the form of
the cursed invaders or perhaps a natural disaster such as a cave-in. However.
whatever danger existed. its presence was very real and defensive steps had to
be taken in order to minimize the loss of a great portion of the community. All
individuals knew their positions. defenses. strengths. and weaknesses, for they
had all been taught battle-knowledge since their birth. It was part of their
military heritage. Some of the workers would quickly move to protect her royal
highness by placing her in an area of safety. Others would move to different
parts of the community. such as the nursery or the food produce area, in case
evacuation of these areas became necessary. If the danger were found to be
invaders. the soldiers would quickly move to intercept them and tacck.
Everything designed with the idea of maximum safetvin mind. The major portion
of the community had to be protected.
Wait- another signal. The danger was identified. The cause of the first alarm
had been a small alien scouting party, no more than a few in number. that had,
perhaps by accident, stumbled into the outskirts of the community. They had
probably wandered in too far before they realized where they were and were
now unable to escape, at least without a fight, and probably not at all.
They would undoubtedly attempt to send a message to their home base.
However, the outsiders always had a great deal of trouble sending messages
outside of the protective walls of the community. No. they had to rely on their
own initiative to enable them to escape. The soldiers were to try and prevent
their success.
A party of soldiers quickly moved into position in front of the rapidly
retreating invading party, effectively blocking their escape. Then the main party
of soldiers advanced. effectively crushing the invaders between two towering
walls of power. The invasion effectively crushed, the soldiers returned to their
patrols and guardposts leaving the workers to repair the damage and dispose of
what little was left of the invading party. But then. the workers knew their duty
and accepted it, and went about their jobs quickly and quietly.
Yes thought the worker. life had indeed been good to him. True, he worked
very hard, and yet, what else did he desire to do? Work was an excellent way In
which to fill his time, and in doing work he also served his queen and
community. No. he desired nothing else. His few necessities, such as food and
shelter. were provided to him free of charge. Life had been good to him and
would continue to be good, at least for the present.
Suddenly, another alarm sounded. What new danger threatened the
community? Well, whatever it was. he was confident that their resources could
handle the situation. Then, the news came- flood. Very bad and hard to deal
with. The only thing that they could do was to save as many individuals as
possible, especially the queen. Of course there were large flood chambers
where many could escape. but if the flood were bad. most of the community
would perish, leaving what few remained to rebuild it.
Then, even as the worker fled down a corrider. he happened to glance
behind him just in time to see an incredibly high wall of waterflow towards him.
Even as his life was quickly and mercifully extinguished, he thought, "My life is
unimportant as long as the community survives."
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"Timmy! Lisa I Come in now before your lunch gets cold. What are you doing
out there anyway?"
"We're just playing, Mother," answered the two children.
"Well," the mother said, "I wish you would quit playing in water. you get so

messy
"Yes marn." the children said. As they turned to go inside, they dropped the
hosepipe. still overflowing with water. beside the flooded remains of a once
heavily populated anthill

"Under Wate,"
by Tommy Rouse
Brown Jerad stepped into the stagnant evening and
aluminum chair. Opening a plastic pouch and filling a gnarled
a match from a Holiday Inn matchbook. Twilight allowed
Jackson Sun and puff contemolati v ely on the orange hell of

popped open an
pipe, he removed
him to read The
his pipe bowl.

A young looking bitch with her head lowered eased beside the chair, looking
for a bit of companionship. Brown lowered his head and stroked the cinnamon
head. "Hey. girl. How you doin?" The dog raised her head and wagged a shorttail
in greeting, "These dog days are hurting you, ain't they?"
The concrete was warm on Clark's tee-shirred back. Cindy came over and
began to lick his face. He pushed her away. commandeered the dog to a sitting
position and began stroking her. "That sho' was a good supper, Daddy."
"Yep. I thought it was pretty good myself."
The air was heavy on Clark's face. His eyes swam in the rainbow stream of
twilight. The concrete's heat radiated through his shirt and shorts. The heat
became a swimming pool, and Clark lay on the bottom of the pool, the water
bearing down on his body, The water distorted the light and caused it to
penetrate his eyelids. making tiny dots of crimson speckle their insides. Cindy
left for the wading pool of the grass cooler bordering the concrete.
Brown continued to read and puff as Clark developed gills and slowly finned
away. Gradually the crimson speckle inside his eyelids disappeared and the
hea v iness of the August evening was replaced with a fertile humane coolness
that only comes on clear summer nights.
An arc of an illuminated circle peeked above the eastern horizon, but Clark
could not yet feel the gentle light. The moon climbed. and Brown's son
metamorphosised back into human form.
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"I hope that little nap don't ruin your sleep,"
"It won't,

Daddy, I'm Just tired. Went swimming

today,"

"Where?"
"Over at the Woodman pool. Miz Sparks called and asked me to go with
H.C."
"You have a good time?"
"Yessir, but one thing bothered me a tittle bit. H,C.'s momma kept telling
him to quit staying under water so long. She said that the water was so heavy
that it would bust his head."
"She did?"
"vesstr. J don't believe her, though. Seems to me that if the water was so
heavy it would'a busted my head cause I stayed under water a whole bunch."
"Well, if you don't dive too deep, the water won't hurt you. Butwhen
that water'lI kill you,"

you do,

"l'!l be careful, Daddy. 'Cept it'd be a whole lot easier to be careful if Momma
was around to tell me when the water was too heavy."

HONORABLE

MENTION

The Wake

by Paul Martin Mulroy
After the ambulance had pulled away from the Toiling's home, I dashed out
the front door of my house and went to see what had happened. Just across the
street from where I lived, some boys had gathered beneath a lamppost and were
talking about what they had just seen. It wasn't everyday that the neighborhood
children would stand so close to the Toiling's home. Almost every kid on the
block despised Mr. Toiling with a blue-purple passion, and many of the children
would only get as close to his house as their throwing arm would let them. On
Halloween night the Toiling's home had been the target for the champion egg
throwers of the neighborhood, but that morning everyone was quiet.
I walked over to my friends to see what was going on. Jason was standing
on the curb watching the ambulance roll down the street while his vounser
brother sat on the sidewalk and began crying,
I didn't ask what had happened right off hand. If they had found out that my
mother had made me stay in the house white all the action was going on, they
would have called me a "Momma's Child." Since I was the only girl inthegroup
and very few of the boys considered me a part of the gang, I kept my ears open
and my mouth shut.
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"Did you see the look on his face?" Jason looked at me; "His eyes were wide
open, and he was bone white," he added poking me with his index finger,
"Sure t saw him," I said.
"Where'd

they take him?" one boy asked Jason.

"Beats me," he answered. "I overheard the preacher say to Miss Toiling
that her husband had only gone home:'
"Well that answers that problem." I added, "About the only place Mr.
Toiling would feel at home at would be bell."
"I don't think hell would take him," Jason commented. "He's been soonery
in life."
As I listened to Jason talk abot the life and death of Mr. Toiling, two other
fellas joined in on our conversation. The rest of the group had left the curb where
we were standing. Our talk went the same asalways; Iwould say something; the
boys would begin talking; then pretty soon I would be quiet. It wasn't that they
didn't pay attention to me; It was just the fact they didn't have much to sav to me.
Sometimes I would go through the neighborhood with them, but they never
made me feel like a part of the group.
Later that day, after Mr. Toiling had been fixed up at the funeral home, they
brought his body back to his house so his friends could come and pay their last
respects.
Mom and Dad had given me strict instructions not to go near the Toiling
house. "A house of berevement." they said, "is no place for a little girl like you to
linger." Actually I didn't intend to pay any respects to Mr. Toiling. In my life we
never respected each other, so why should I have respected him in death?
That evening, while the grownups came to see Mr. Toiling, all of us kids had
to wait outside. We had heard that Miss Toiling and her brother who had come
up from Corinth had planned to sit up with the body all night long. In my opinion
their so-called wake was down right stupid. Nobody would want to steal Mr.
Toiling.
To us kids, Mr. Toiling's death had been the biggestthing since the Malloy's
house had burned last fall. Jason even made up a song about the croaking of old
scuttlebut Toiling, and he sang it all afternoon.
"Ding dong bell
Toiling has gone to hell.
Drinking oil and eating fire
He'll sit on a clinker like a no good liar."
After Jason had sung himself out, he came over to the big oak tree where I
was resting and sat down beside me.
"What did you think about seeing his dead body for the first timer'

he kept

asking me.
"Jason."!

said as I turned around and looked at him. "What are you, a ghoul

or something?"
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"Well

I'm just trying to make conversation:'

he answered,

"Well it's down right gross to talk about dead bodies and popped eyes." I
said swatting a mosquito from my arm.
"How

would you know?" he came back "You didn't see him,"

"What do you mean I didn't see him?" I responded, "Sure I saw him ...Plain
as day."
"I thought
"Well

for a minute,

then answered:

he was bone white, and his eyes were big."

"How big were they?" He quizzed as two other boys came up and joined us.
"Well

they were big," I answered.

"Proves it." Jason said looking at the gang, "Jimmie just couldn't stomach
the sight."
"Now just one dang minute Jason Hobart," I said climbing to my feet, "I'm
not afraid of anything, and you know it."
"Aren't

you?" Jason said as he bit his thumbnail.

"No I'm not," I stated.
"All right, then, I dare you to go into that house and look at that body:' he
challenged.
"What

for?" I asked.

"That proves it," Jason said shrugging
"No I'm notll
"Sissy,"

just can't go in there,"

his shoulders, "Jimmie's

scared."

I explained. "Mom told me not to."

he said.

"Jason," I jumped to my defence, "I'm not a sissy."
"Your just a baby," he said, "A Momma's Child," he added before I could say
anything else,
"Little Miss Forester is just chicken to take a dare," I overhead one of the
boys say to me.
When the gang started calling me names, it hurt my pride.
"OK Jason,"
you give me?"

I agreed, "If I go in that house and look at that body, what will

"If you go in that house," Jason said digging into his pocket, "and look at
that body, nl give you my pocket knife."
"Not good enough:'

I said, "Knives get dull."

"I looked him in the eye. Jason nodded his head.
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"OK I'll throw

in my whetrock."

he bargained.

I looked him in the eye. Jason nodded his head.
"Alright,"

he agreed, "I won't make fun of you anymore."

"Are you sure about that?"

I questioned.

I'm sure Jimmie, cross my throat and hope to croak,"

he reassured

me.

"It's a deal," I said.
We both shook hands, then Jason and I went across the street towards the
Toiling's home. The first pitfall I had to overcome was the adults who had come
to see the body. My parents were among the mourners, and if they caught me
anywhere near the Toiling's home, they would have boiled me in a vat of mom's
chicken soup. My only choice was to wait until the mourners had left, then I
could sneak into the house and take a peek at the body.
Jason and I had managed to creep around the side of the house and look into
the living room window where the visitors were sitting. From where I stood, I
could see Miss Toiling as she sat in a big easy chair with her brother beside her.
From time to time I could see her wipe a tear from her eye, as the grownups came
by and expressed their sorrow.
"He sure was a sweet man," I overheard

one lady say to Miss Toiling.

"This is sickening," I said to myself. "Jason you better keep your end of the
deal 'cause I'm about ready to throw up."
"Jimmie

now you don't have to do this you know:'

he reminded

me,

"I said I would do it didn't I? Now just shut up."
Jason knew I was about as nervous as a sick puppy, but he also knew I was
like a kitten with a ball of yarn. I actually wanted to see what a corpse looked like.
We both waited until the last visitor had left. then I made mv move.! climbed
upon the semi-circular porch, then crawled toward the window to get a better
look inside. The coast was clear 1thought to myself as I made my way around to
the front door. Miss Toiling and her brother had gone to another end of the house
which would have given me just enough time to sneak into the living room and
get a peek at the body.
When I entered the house, every light had been turned out, except for a few
candles which had been placed in the parlor near the coffin. All the mirrors inthe
house had been turned to the wall, and the pendulum clock which hung over the
fireplace had been stopped. Everything in that house seemed to have died along
with Mr. Toiling.
As I walked closer to the closed coffin, I had an awful feeling that the ghost
of Mr. Toiling was lurking somewhere in the dark corners of the room. Beside the
coffin sat a picture of the old man whose dark beady eyes seemed to follow me as
I approached the oblong box.
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For a moment I stopped and stared at the coffin wondering what lurked
beneath its cherrvwood mantle. When I finally got up enough nerve to touch the
casket, there came this voice out of nowhere which almost made me jump out
the window. Already startled out of my wits, I turned around and there stood
Miss Toiling with a candle in her hands. Never had I heard her speak so softly.
"You sweet little darling,"

she said to me, as she gave me a hug.

I was shocked. I couldn't move.
"M ...Miss ...Miss Toiling,"

I said trying to keep my voice from shaking.

Miss Toiling smiled at me behind her tears, as she put her spider-like hand
upon my shoulder. "He would have wanted you to have come," she continued
pulling me toward the coffin.
"Did your mother send you?" she asked.
"No ma'am ...Jason ...L..1mean yes ma'am, yes mom sent me," I answered.
"Such a sweet family," she said setting her candle upon a nearby table and
raising the lid to the coffin.
"You can take a look at him," she told me.
"Thank you," I said as though Miss Toiting had done me a favor.
At that moment I was so nervous around the old lady that I started being
polite.
"Such a courteous child," I heard her say as I rested my arm upon the lid of
the coffin.
When Miss Toiling pulled the sheet from the corpse, I saw the pale bodyofa
once bitter man lying cold and dead, There was a hush of reverence which came
over me as I looked at the body; somehow it didn't seem real.
"Touch him," Miss Toiling said to me.
"You've got to be kidding, I thought to myself, as she patted me on the
shoulder.
"If you touch him," she explained, 'They don't haunt you in your dreams.
By now I knew that the old lady was off her rocker, and I knew that my only
hope of ever getting out of that house alive was to do as she said. With no other
choice, I placed my fingers upon his clammy brow and moved them across his
face. While I touched the body, I kept one eye upon Miss Toiling in case she
decided to slam the lid of the coffin upon my hand.
When I looked back at the body, my blood ran ice cold from the sight I saw.
While running my hand across his face, I had loosened some facial muscles
which had caused his eyelids to open, There looking up from his box of eternity, I
stared face to face into the milk-coated eves of death. I jumped back from the
coffin as though I had been shoved and rubbed mypalm against my pants leg. My
flesh began to crawl at the sight I had seen, and my face turned as pale as the
corpse's.
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M,ss TOiling who had not seen what had happened, closed the lid of the box
and asked, 'What's the matter, Sugar?"
"He's

uh

his. eyes." I trted to speak

I shook my head In terror, then when the blood had returned to my feet, I
turned and ran for the door At the time I was so shocked at what Ihad seenthat I
didn't bother about lifting the latch upon the screen door, but 1tore through the
screen When I got 10 the porch, I leaped down the steps and raced across the
street to where the gang was standing
Jason was back underneath the big oak tree with his pocket knife in one
hand and hrs whetrock In the other hand When I came back to the group
everyone paned me on the back and congratulated me Jason put the items he
had bargained wuh In my hands, but I didn't pay attennon to my reward. I was
stili shaking
"Jason,"

I said,

"HIS

eyes popped open ..

"Of course they were open, I saw them too," he told me,
"NO you dan', understand,"
they opened."

I went on to explain. "they were closed then

"Maybe he was winking at you, ' Jason commented
"Be serious," I said gelling mad.
"Did you Wink back at him?" he said as the gang started laughing at me.
o

"Jason,"

I said, "Jason ...you promised ..
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A Change In The Routine
by Barbara Kugler
Norman G. MacMasters slowly lifted his gray hat from its usual resting
place on the rickety coat rack in the hall. With a movement made smooth with
countless repetition he slowly and carefully adjusted the old friend to its proper
position squarely on his head. He turned and picked up his umbrella, as much
because of the ever present possibility of rain as for a staff to support his frail
frame from blowing about in the wind. Closing the weather scarred door behind
him Norman set out on the journey to church.
The steep cement staircase of the cathedral looked like the sheer face of a
cliff. Norman crept slowly upward, each footstep a voyage into the unknown.
With the aid of his umbrella he managed to once more ascend into the building.
"Morning
greeting.

Mr. MacMasters. Good to see you again:'

the usher spoke in

"Yes it is a fine day for this time of year," Norman replied accepting the
offered bulletin
Norman slowly proceeded down the long center aisle. The fourth row from
the front a little left from the center was Norman's seat. He lowered himself onto
the stiff wooden pew. With infinite care he spread his large white linen
handkerchief on the place beside him. To the congregation Norman had become
a part of the furnishings, like the altar and the stained glass windows, stationary
and unparticipating. The only sign of life was on occasional wipe of the brow and
the careful replacement once more of the linen SQuare.
The service was over almost as soon as it had started. Norman once more
faced the expanse of stairs. He said a quick prayer and hurriedly, for him,
descended the stairs. Raising his transparent eyes to the sky he silently gave
thanks.
Norman turned onto his sidewalk and slowly made his way to the door. He
turned the knob and pushed but the stubborn door remained stationary.
"What's wrong with this confounded thing? Guess I'll have to oil these
hinges sometime," Norman announced to the house in general.
Any work would have to wait for Sunday was a day of rest and after the long
walk to church Norman felt he deserved just that.
Monday was Norman's favorite day for that was the day that he could expect
a visitor.
"Sure wilt be glad when Mrs. Smith gets back from vacation. Been gone
near three weeks. Must mean though that she'll be back soon. She wouldn't let
this old codger down," Norman chuckled softly under his breath. "About time for
her to be bringing around my social security check, and a few groceries while
she's at it," Norman stated while resuming his familiar rocking motion in the
old wicker chair.
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The rest of the week Norman could be found perched on his seat on the old
front porch. The nights were harder to occupy. It seemed that no matter how
slowly he ate there were always leftover hours until bedtime.
Wednesday Norman was again on his porch ready to face another day. He
perked up as he noticed a figure approaching his house.
"My, my. Mrs. Smith must have come home early," Norman stated. "Naw.
too quick for Mrs. Smith, wonder who it is?" Norman continued talking to no one
in particular.
"Mister,
angrily.

what are you still doing in this house?" asked the young man

"How do you do?" answered Norman.
"What's the matter old man, can't you hear? 1asked you why you haven't
moved out of this rat trap:'
"You must be wanting to get to town. Well if you just turn right at the next
block and head straight you can't miss it," Norman said gesturing in the proper
direction. Confident that he had solved the young man's problem Norman
leaned back and resumed his rocking.
·'AII right you crazy old coot, have it your way. I thought a personal visit
would help but I can see I'm wasting my time. I should have known better when
you ignored the letters," the young man yelled back over his shoulder walking
away from the house.
"Anvtfme.

nice to talk to you, "Norman said in reply.

The bulldozer came steadily toward the backof Norman's house. The roar of
progress went unnoticed by the solitary man on the porch.
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